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DESAI J. LE GRANGE J EI CLOETE J:

lntroduction

t1] ln G/enisfe r v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2011 (3) SA

347 (CC), hereinafter referred to as 'Glenister 2',lhe Constitutional Court ('CC)

declared Chapter 6A of the South African Police Service Act 68 of 1995 ('the

2008 SAPS Act) to be unconstitutional and invalid to the extent that it failed to

secure an adequate degree of independence for the state's anti-corruption unit,

the Directorate for Priority Grime Investigation ('DPCI).

l2l The CC, however, suspended the declaration of invalidity for 18 months to afford

Parliament an opportunity to remedy the constitutional defects in the 2008 SAPS

Act.

t3l ln purported compliance with Glenister 2 Parliament enacted the South African

Police Service Amendment Act 10 of 2012 (The SAPS Amendment Act) on

14 September 2012.

t4] The applicants submit that the SAPS Amendment Act does not remedy the

constitutiona! defects identified by lhe CC in G/enisfer 2. The Helen Suzman

Foundation ('HSF) challenges the impugned legislation on a purely objective,

legal basis in keeping with the approach of our courts to invalidity: see New

National Paiy of Soufh Africa v Government of the Republic of South Africa and

Others 1999 (3) SA 191 (CC) at paras l22llo [24] where it was held that:
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'Conslstent with this objective approach to statutory invalidity, the circumsfances
which become apparent at the time when the validity of the provision is
considered by a Court are not necessarily irrelevant to the question of /s
consequential invalidity. However, a statute cannot have limping validity, valid
one day, invalid the next, depending upon changing circumstances...

As pointed out in the previous paragraph, it might well happen that the right may
be infringed or threatened because a governmenlal agency does not pefform
efficiently in the implementation of the statute. This will not mean that the sfafute
is invalid. The remedy forthis lies elsewhere.-.

Courfs do not review provisions of Acfs of Parliament on the grounds that they
are unreasonable. They willdo so only if they are satisfied that the legislation is
not rationally connected to a legitimate government purpose.. .lf the legislation...
is rational the Act of Parliament cannot be challenged on the grounds of
"unreasonableness". Reasonab/eness will only become relevant if it ls
esfab/ished that the scheme, though rational, has the effect of infinging the right
of citizens to vote. The question would then arise whether the limitation is
justifiable under the provisions of s 36 of the Constitution and it is only as part of
fhis s 36 enquiry that reasonableness becomes relevant. lt follows that it is only
at that stage of enquiry that the guestion of reasonableness has fo be
considered.'

Glenister however, while aligning himself with the arguments of the HSF, has

adopted a different approach. His case is largely devoted to illustrating what he

contends are the current levels of corruption in South Africa, and seems to

suggest that these 'factual circumstances'mean that the threshold for the validity

of the SAPS Amendment Act has been raised. ln particular, he targets the

President, the Minister of Police, the South African Police Seruice, the Head of

the DPCI and the DPCI as all being corrupt. ln adopting this approach he relies

on Ra,7 Commuters Action Group v Transnet Ltd Ua Metrorail2005 (2) SA 359

(CC) at para [88]. That case concerned whether the state had implemented

reasonable measures to protect rail commuters in accordance with its positive

constitutional obligation as the sole shareholder of Transnet Ltd. Clearly,
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therefore, the prevailing circumstances were relevant. No attack was made

the validity of any legislation.

t6l ln Ferreira v Levin 1996 (1) SA 984 (CC) at paral2Tl it was held that:

'Ihe lssue of whether a law rs inva/ld or nof does nof in theory therefore depend

on whether, at the moment when the r.ssue is being considered, a pafticular

person's n'ghts are threatened or infringed by the offending law or not.'

l7l All of the respondents oppose the relief sought, save for the Head of the DPCI

and the National Director of Public Prosecutions, both of whom abide the

decision of the court. Glenister's approach resulted in alt of the respondents who

oppose threatening striking-out applications. The Minister of Police {'the

Ministef) has followed through on his threat. The Minister has also raised the

issue of non-joinder of Parliament. We will deal with these two preliminary

aspects before turning to the merits of the challenge to the impugned legislation.

The application to strike

tBI The Minister argues that 31 paragraphs in Glenister's papers, the annexures

referred to in these paragraphs, the report of Prof Gavin Woods, and the affidavit

of Gareth Newham, which are annexures to the papers, fall to be struck out on

the basis that they constitute irrelevant, scandalous and vexatious matter andlor

hearsay, The objection to Woods' report and Newham's affidavit is well founded,

The Woods report is constituted entirely of hearsay and is irrelevant for purposes

of these proceedings; indeed, in the atfidavit to which the report is annexed,

Woods does not even confirm that the contents of the repod are true and correct.
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The Newham affidavit motivates for an anti-corruption unit located outside the

structure of the SAPS, an issue that has already been decided by the CC as will

appear more fully below,

l9l lnsofar as Glenister's allegations are concerned, they may briefly be summarised

as follows:

That at an unspecified date prior to 2009 the then Deputy Minister of

Justice, Adv J de Lange, conceded that South Africa's criminal justice

system was'dysfunctional'.

9.2 That Mr Clem Sunter, a'well known and well respected scenario planner",

has recently revised his predictions for the future of South Africa and has

concluded that there is a one in four chance that it will become a failed

state.

9.3 That from 'public utterances' made by the President he is 'Iess fhan

pleased'with the findings in G/enrsfer 2. This inference is drawn, inter alia,

from the President's 'failure to repudiate the scurilous oyinion'of his

Deputy Minister of Correctional Services, published in a newspaper article

on 1 September 2011.

9.4 That corruption is rife can safely be accepted in light of comments made

by winning entrants in a competition about anti-corruption strategies

sponsored by Glenister himself, as well as comments made by the

9.1
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lnstitute for Accountability in Southern Africa (whose members include

Glenisteds legal team) and who have been 'particularly vocal'about the

available strategies for the implementation of the findingsin Glenister 2.

9.5 That Mr David Lewis of Corruption Watch has 'found'that the Police

Service is at present the most corrupt institution in South Africa.

9.6 That the last three National Police Commissioners are all'loyal deployees'

of the ruling party, which is'illegal and unconstitutional'.

9,7 That the ruling party's website reflects that its goal is the 'hegemonic

controlof allof the levers of power in society'.

9,8 That the DPCI is corrupt and inefficient and finds itself, constitutionally,

'under the control of a Minister (who is himself compromised) who serves

in a Cabinet that r's nof without its own challenges when it comes fo rssues

of conuption and corruptibility'.

9.9 That the National Head of the DPCI is 'another employed cadre'of the

ruling party and that his track record 'rs nof unblemished'if regard is had

to various newspaper articles attached to support this allegation. Various

other political figures are also vilified; and parliamentary exchanges and

the like are included to indicate levels of corruption and inefficiency.
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9.10 The respondents and the court are referred to seven separate websites

which apparently support the aforementioned allegations.

[10] The crucial consideration of course is whether the Minister is prejudiced in the

conduct of his case if the offending material is allowed to stand. Mr Hoffman,

Glenister's lead counsel, adopted the view that there could be no possible

prejudice to the Minister since he could quite easily have dealt with these

allegations. He went further, and urged us to accept them as uncontested

because the Minister had not done so. ln our view, however, this approach

overlooks what is required of a litigant in motion proceedings, namely that; (a) the

facts or allegations must be set out simply, clearly, in chronological sequence

and without arguntentative matter; and (b) it is not open to a party to merely

annex documentation and to request the court to have regard to it, given that

what is required is the identification of the portions thereof on which reliance is

placed, and an indication of the case which is sought to be made out on the

strength thereof. lf this were not so the essence of our established practice would

be destroyed, and a party would not know what case must be met: see

Stvissborough Diamond Mines (Pty) Ltd v Government of the Republic of South

Africa 1999 (2) SA 279 (T) at 324D-G. There can be little doubt that Glenister in

making sweeping allegations based on unverified opinion has failed to meet

these requirements; and that the Minister has been severely prejudiced in the

conduct of his case as a result.

t11l Regarding the relevance of this material, Mr Hoffman sought to persuade us that

the clear and uneguivocal finding in G/enrsfer 2 about the scourge of corruption
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has no bearing on the issues before us because it is lhe 'current factuat matrix'

which dictates how we are to determine this matter. lt was thus necessary to

inform this court, all over again as it were, about Glenister's view of the levels of

corruption in South Africa. We cannot agree. The present applications have their

origin in the order in Glenister 2. ln reaching its conclusion in that case, the CC

dealt comprehensively with the issue of corruption. We are required io determine

the applications before us against the framework, findings and order made by

that court. lt is the constitutional validity of the SAPS Amendment Act that is

under scrutiny and not the reasonableness thereof. Put differently, the rationale

of adequate independence of the DPCI is the protection against potential

manipulation by corrupt politicians through political control. This rationale stands,

irrespective of the absence or presence of actually corrupt politicians in the

power structure at any given time. As stated in G/enisfer 2 al para [234]:

'Again, we should nof assume, and we do not assurne, that the power will be

abused, Our point is different. lt is that senior politicians are given competence to

determine the limits, outlines and contents of the new entily's work. That in our

yieur is inimical to independence.'

112) lt follows that the Minister's application to strike must succeed.

Non-ioinder qf Parliament

t13] The Minister contends that the joinder of Parliament is unavoidable because of

the 'unusual' order in G/enisfer 2. The relevant portions of the order are as

follows:
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It is dectared that Ch 6A'of the Soufh Afican Police Service Act 68 of

1995 r's r,hconsisfent with the Constitution and invalid to the extent that it

fails to secure an adequate degree of independence for the Directorate

for Priority Crime lnvestigation.

The declaration of constitutional invalidity ls suspended for 18 months in

order to give Parliament the opportunity to remedy the defect.'

l14I The Minister contends that the joinder of Parliament is a matter of necessity

rather than convenience. Para [6] of the CC order means that the question is

whether Parliament has remedied the defects. However, as the papers stand,

Parliament is not before the court to defend its position.

t15l ln G/enisfer 2 one of the challenges was directed at Parliament, it being

contended that the latter had failed to comply with its constitutional obligation to

facilitate public involvement in its legislative process. At para [29] the CC hetd

that both the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces had a

direct and substantial interest in the outcome of that challenge. They should

therefore have been joined in the proceedings. As it turned out the challenge was

dismissed on the basis that Glenister had not made out a case for failure to

facilitate public involvement.

116l The Government is a party to these proceedings. ln /ndependent Electaral

Commission v Langeberg Municipality20U (3) SA 925 (CC) at para [25] the CC

held that:
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'the national sphere of government comprisas at leasf Parliament, the President

and the Cabinet all of which must exercise national legislative and executive

authoity within the functional areas to which the national sphere of government

is lfmited. These stafe organs compnse the national sphere of govemment and

are within it.'

l17l The government thus includes Parliament, and the involvement of the former in

these proceedings includes the involvement of the latter, The Minister relied on

Mabaso v Law Society, Northem Provinces and Another2005 (2) SA 117 (CC) at

para [13]. There it was held that, in a constitutional democracy, a court should

not declare the acts of another arm of government unconstitutional without the

latter having a proper opportunity to consider the constitutional challenge and to

make representations. This reliance is misplaced, as Mabaso concerned only the

failure to join a member of the executive responsible for the administration of the

impugned statute, i.e,, the Minister of Justice. Notably, the court in Mabaso did

not take issue with the absence of Parliament from the proceedings, despite the

fact that an Act of Parliament - its own 'work'as the Minister terms it - was under

challenge.

l18l Rule 10A of the uniforrn rules of court is consistent with the above position, and

unambiguously provides as follows:

'lf in any proceedings beforc the court, the constitutional validity of a law is

challenged, the pady challenging the validity of the law shalljoin the provincial or

national in the

proceedings-'

IEmphasis supplied,]
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t19l The Minister also placed reliance on Docfors for Life lnternational v Speaker of

the National Assembly and Others 2006 (6) SA 416 (CC). This reliance is

misconceived. As in that pottion of G/entsfer 2to which we have already referred,

Doctors for Life concerned a constitutional challenge based only on the alleged

failure of Parliament to facilitate public involvement in the legislative process.

Clearly, Parliament has an interest in defending its own procedural conduct, over '

which its principal officers - the Speaker of the National Assembly and the

Chairperson of the National Council of Provinces have authority and

responsibility. lt is for that reason that those officers and only those officers are

required to be cited when the procedural conduct of Parliament is impugned.

There is a difference, however, between procedure and substance. The officers

of Parliament are not responsible for substance, which is deliberated and

adopted coltectively by the members of Parliament, yet is researched, initiated,

introduced and - after adoption - administered by the Executive.

t20l Neither applicant impugns the procedure. followed by Parliament when adopting

Chapter 64 of the SAPS Act through the SAPS Amendment Act. Rather, it is the

content of the irnpugned provisions that is challenged, in the same way that the

substance of any statute may be constitutionally challenged.

l21l lt is also of note that neither the President nor the Government has suggested

that Parliament should have been joined. And, in oral argument, Ms Williams,

lead counsel for the Government, contended that since the parliamentary

process was not being challenged, there was no need to join Parliament,
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122) ln addition, rule 5(1) of the CC rules provides that anyone who challenges the

constitutional validity of an Act of Parliament must join the responsible executi'lre

authority as a party to the proceedings, not Parliament.

t23l lt is for these reason$ that we are satisfied that the joinder of Parliament in these

proceedings is not required.

of the SAPS Amendment Act

l24l ln G/enisfer 2 the CC found that the creation and location of a separate anti-

corruption unit within the South African Police Service ('SAPS) is not in itself

unconstitutional. The essential question is whether the anti-corruption unit enjoys

sufficient structural and operational autonomy so as to shield it from undue

political influence. Accordingly, at issue in this case is not the location of the

DPCI within the SAPS structure, but whether the SAPS Amendment Act provides

the DPCI with sufficient insulation from undue politicalinterference.

l25l ln G/enr.sfer 2 the CC found that the DPCI structure in the 2008 SAPS Act did not

enioy sufficient structural and operational autonomy so as to shield it frorn undue

political influence, essentially for two main reasons:

24J The lack of security of tenure and remuneration; and

24.2 The degree of accountability and oversight by the Ministerial Committee.
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l26J As to lack of securitv of tenure and remuneration the GG found these to lie in the

following:

25.1 The appointment of members was not sufficiently shielded from political

influence;

25.2 The existence of renewable terms of office;

25.3 The existence of flexible grounds for dismissal that did not rest on

objectively verifiable grounds like misconduct or ill heatth; and

25.4 The absence of statutorily secured remuneration levels,

l27l As to the , the

CC found these to lie in the following:

26.1 The untrammelled power of the Ministerial Committee to determine policy

guidelines in respect of the functioning of the DPCI as well as the

selection of national priority offences;

26.2 Parliament's oversight function was undermined by the level of

involvement of the Ministerial Committee;

26.3 The complaints system involving a retired judge regarding past incidents

did not afford sufficient protection against future interference.
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Test to be applied

128] ln assessing the attacks on the SAPS Amendment Act we must: (a) have regard

to the findings already made by the CC in Glenister 2; and (b) apply the test of

objective validity as set out in the New National Party case. lnsofar as public

pereeption or opinion is concerned, the question is not what the populace

believes a proper unit should be. lt is what the Constitution demands it should be.

As pointed out in S v Makwanyano and Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) at paras

[88] and [89]:

'Public opinion may have some relevance to the enquiry, but, in ilself, it is no

subsfrlufe for the duty vested in the courts b interpret the Constitution and to

uphold rts provision s without fear or favaur. lf public opinion were to be dect'sl've,

there would be no need for Constitutional adjudication... This Court cannot allow

dself to be divefted from its duty to acl as an independent arbiter of the

Constitution by making choices on the basrs fhaf they will lind favour with the

public.'

l2g) This must be balanced against public confidence, given that in Glenister 2 the

CC had the following to say at para 12071:

'This Court has indicated that the appearance or perception of independence

plays an impoilant role in evaluating whether independence in fact exr'sfs... By

applying this criterion we do not mean to impose on Parliament the obligation to

create an agency with a measure of independence appropiate to the Judiciary.

We say merely that public confidence in mechanisms that are designed to secure

independence is indispensible. Whether a reasonably intormed and reasonable

member of the public will have confidence in an entity's autonomy-protecting

features is impoftant to determining whether rt has the requisite degrae of
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independence.". This is because public canfidence that an institution is

independent is a component of, or is constitutive of, its independence.'

t30l The present matter, entirely understandably, is a highly emotive one. It goes to

the root of public perception. That is why it is necessary to remind ourselves that,

iust as we must fulfit our duty to declare invalid laws which fail to pass

constitutional muster, we must equally guard against falling into the trap of

seeking to satisff hypersensitivity or paranoia. The very locatlon of the DPCI

within the SAP$ has already been found by the CC to be constitutionally

permissible. As a lower court it is not for us to take issue with that or to entertain

debates about whether the DPCI should be located elsewhere. What we are

required to do is to assess, objectively, whether Ch 6A of the SAPS Amendment

Act provides the DPCI with rnsu/ation from a degree of management by political

actors that threatens imminently to stifle the independent functioning and

operations of the unit' (Glenister 2 at para t2161). This is the yardstick to

determine whether the DPCI 'has an adequate level of structural and operational

autonomy secured thraugh institutional and legal mechanr.sms, to prevent undue

influence'(G/enrsfer 2 at para [2060. lf it does, then public confidence should

follow. If it does not, the converse applies.

t31l The legislature has recognised that the test is one of adequate independence.

This much is evident from the preamble to the SAPS Amendment Act which

provides as fotlows:

'AND WHEREAS fhere is a need to provide for a Directorate in f/re Serylbe that is

dedicated to the prevention, investigation and combatting of national priortty
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offences, in pafticutar serious organ'sed and transnational crime, serous

commercial crime and serious corruption, and - that eniovs adequate

indeoendence lo enable it to peiorm ils functions.'

[Emphasis supptied.]

The attacks on the SAPS Amendrnent Act

l32l The HSF's main challenges (and these were the challenges focused on during

argument) relate to:

3'1.1 Appointment;

31.2 Extension of tenure;

31.3 Suspension and removal;

31.4 Jurisdiction; and

31.5 Financialcontrol.

l33l Glenister's challenges appear to be as follows:

32.1 That the drafters of the SAPS Amendment Act have substituted the

previous overt executive control that the 2008 SAPS Act allowed over the

DPCI with more subtle and tess visibte control, which still does not

address the real difficulties identified by the CC. The complaint - although

difficult to understand in the somewhat convoluted form in which it is
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presented - appears to be directed at the unit being located in the SAPS

structure and thus under the political responsibility of the Minister. Given

that this is an issue which has already been decided by the CC, it iequires

no further comment; and

32.2 The amended provisions do not sufficiently insulate the DPCI from political

influence in its structure and functioning in relation to: (a) operational

independence; (b) resourcing; (c) conditions of service; and (d)

determination of the nature of crimes to be investigated.

l34l To all intents and purposes, therefore, the constitutional challenges of the

respective applicants are otherwise the same.

Appointment

The lack of adequate criteria

135] ln s 17C of the 2008 SAPS Act there were no criteria stipulated for the

appointment of the Head of the DPCI, other than that the Head had to be a

Deputy National Commissioner appointed by the Minister in concurrence with

Cabinet.

t36] The complaint is that the new s 17CA(1) merely requires that the appointee be a

person who is: (a) a South African citizen; and (b) a fit and proper person, with

'due regard fo hls or her expeience, conscienfiousness and integrity, to be

entrusted with the responsibilifies of the office concerned', This is unjustifiably
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broad; it does not provide sufficient guidelines to the delegee (in this case, the

Minister) in compliance wlth the requirement of lavuful delegation under the

Constitution.

[37] The importance of adequate criteria has been emphasised by our courts in a

number of situations: see for instance Dawood v Minister of Home Affairs 2O00

(s) SA 936 (CC) at paras [5a] to [57].

t38l ln Freedom of Expression lnstitute and Others v President, Ordinary Court

Martial N.O. and Others 1999 (2) SA 471 (C), which invo{ved a constitutional

challenge to the provisions of the Defence Act 44 ol 1957 , the court found at para

[19]that:

'There are no citeria laid down as to what a fit and proper person would he to be

so appointed. More particularly, the appointee rs not required to have any legal

qualifications whatsoever. The convening authority is therefore at large to appaint

anybody that it wants to. But the convening authority does nof only appoint the

prosecutor, his discretion is limited by their powers... It is therefore self-evident

that not only is the convening authority able to appoint somebody who is ill-

equipped to perform the function of a prosecutor, but that such prosecufor does

not exercise an independent discretion and judgment. The law as rl sfands invites

arbitrariness as it allows executive inteierence into judicialprocess.'

I39l The CC reiterated this principle in Affordable Modicines Trust v Minister of

Health 2006 (3) 5A247 (CC) at para [34]when it said the following:

'[T]he delegation must not be so broad or vague that the authoity to whom the

power is delegated is unable to determine the nature and the scope of the
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polvers conferred. For this may well lead to the arbitrary exercise of the

delegated power. Where broad discretionary powers are confened, there must

be some constraints on the exerci$e of such power so that those who are

affected by the exercise of the broad discretionary powers will know what is

relevant to the exercise of fhose powers or in what circumstances they are

entitled fo seek relief from an adverse decision. These conslrarnls will generally

appear from the provisions of the empoweing sfafufe as well as the policies and

objectives of the empowering statute.'

l40l There is confusion among the respondents about whether a discretion is

conferred by s 17CA(1). Mr Donen, lead counsel for the Minister, contends that

the Minister has no discretion - if the criteria are satisfled, then the Minister must

appoint, because of the word 'sha//'. But that is contradicted by Mr Kemp, Iead

counsel for the President, who accepts that there is a discretion - which he is

right to have conceded, since obviously it is the Minister who decides,

subjeclively, whether the person is fit and proper. This is entirely separate from

the fact that a court may later test the Minister's chosen appointee, and enquire

whether, objectively, the person so appointed is fit and proper.

141] The President argues that the criteria 'are objective criteria which can be

implemented through court challenge', submitting that the judgments of the

Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court of Appeal in Democratic Alliance v

President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2013 (1) SA 248 (CC);

Democratic Alliance v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2012

(1) SA 417 (SCA) - commonly referred to as the Srme/ane case - show the

judicial control extant to ensure that persons of integrity are appointed. ln our

view, however, Simelane is actually authority for the proposition that the fit and
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proper criterion contained in a specific statutory provision must be considered

with due regard to its statutory purpose, measured against constitutional values

and norms: see the SCA judgment in Srme/ane at para [1201. Accordingly,

properly applied, the fit and proper criterion for the appointment of the Head of

the DPCI finds itself in a different context than that of Sme/ane. ln addition,

Mr Kemp's subrnission is at odds with the view expressed by the CC in Dawood,

to which we refer below.

l42l Simelane concerned s 9(1) of the National Prosecuting Authority Acl 32 of 1998

('the NPA Acf) which stipulates a criterion additional to those set out in

s 17CA(1) of the SAPS Amendment Act, despite Mr Donen having informed us

that the words in the respective sections are identical. This additional criterion is

that the appointee must 'possess /egal qualifications fhaf would entitlo him or her

to practice in all courts in the Republic'. This criterion thus fetters the

appointment power of the President, while the appointment power of the Minister

in respect of the Head of the DPCI is comparatively unguided and unrestrained.

Moreover, s 179(3)(a) of the Constitution states that the National Director of

Public Prosecutions must be 'appropriately qualified', which likewise fetters the

President's discretion. Simelane is thus distinguishable from the present case,

and demonstrates the degree to which the Minister's appointment power of the

Head of the DPCI is far wider than it could (and should) be. This is also

highlighted by the fact that s 6(1) of the lndependent Police lnvestigative

Directorate Act ('fhe lPlD Act) stipulates that the Executive Director of that

Directorate, who is constitutionally required to be independent, must be'suitably

qualified'.
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ln Dawood the CC made it clear that the availability of expost facfo judicial

review does not absolve the legislature from providing appropriate ex ante

direction. That court had the following to say at para [48J:

'[T]hat the exercise of a discretionary power may subsequently De successfu//y

challenged on administrative grounds, for example, that it uvas not reasonable,

does nof relieve the legislature of its constitutional obligation to promote, protect

and fulfilthe rights entrenched in the Bill of Rights. ln a canstitutional democracy

such as ours the responsibility to protect constitutional rights in practice is

imposed both on the legislature and on the Executive and /s orTicials. The

rt

IEmphasis supplied.]

It is thus the primary duty of the legislature, and not the judiciary, to limit that risk.

This is entirely consistent with the doctrine of separation of powers enshrined in

our Constitution.

144l

t45] Both the cardinal importance of ensuring the DPCI's adequate independence,

and the relative ease with which Parliament is able to determine more detailed

criteria, militate for the constitutional irnperative that such criteria be included,

Nor can it be said that there is any legislative purpose to be achieved by not

supplying such guidance: see Dawood at para [561.

t46l The respondents' contention that the current criterta are adequate, given that 'frf

and propelwas held in Simelane to be an 'objective' standard, is misplaced. The

imperative of including, in any empowering statute, sufficient guidance to guard
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against the infringement of rights in the exercise of the power conferred, is not a

question of the objectivity but rather of the clarity and specificity of the criteria

prescribed. This is precisely because, as the CC has recognised, the legislation,

in the manner in which it is drafted, must limit the risk of the unconstitutional

exercise of the discretionary power conferred. This risk is not limited by the mere

ability to test the exercise of that power on an objective basis in a review.

The necessitv for Parliamentarv ovefsiqht

l47l The comptaint is that because the l/inister, with Cabinet, appoints the Head of

the DPCI, this does not sufficiently insulate the Head from political interference.

Having regard to the constitutional mandate of an anti-corruption unit and the

imperative for its adequate independence, the appointment of its Head cannot be

entrusted to the Executive alone, even more so where the legislation sets out

inadequate guidelines for the delegee to exercise his or her statutory power.

148] ln G/enisfer 2 it was held that the public perception of independence is an

important criterion is assessing whether the anti-corruption unit is sufficiently

independent. The question that arises is whether the ordinary, reasonable citizen

can trust the DPCI to investigate state coruption fully and fearlessly if the Head

is appolnted, without any meaningful guidelines or constraints, by the Minister

with Cabinet. lndeed, Cabinet comprises the potiticat heads of all of the

government departments that the DPCI might have to investigate.
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t49l ln its present form, s 17CA(3) of the SAPS Amendment Act only obliges the

Minister to report to Parliament on the appointment of the Head. Parliament has

no veto power.

t50] The respondents rely on Van Rooyen and Others v The Sfafe and Others

(General Council of the Barof South Afica lnteruening) 2002 (5) SA 246 (CC) at

paras [108] - [109] where the CC endorsed the princip]e that appointment by the

Executive (or in combination with Parliament) is constitutionally acceptable. Of

course Van Rooyen dealt with the power of the Minister of Justice to appoint

magistrates. ln our view, the respondent's reliance on Van Rooyen is misplaced.

First, magistrates apply the law. They do not investigate corruption. Second, and

more importantly, magistrates, like judges, are constitutionally fully independent.

Fufther, having regard to public perception, it is vital that the person appointed

has no taint - whether perceived or othenrvise - that he or she occupies office

due to ministerial preference. One immediately apparent solution would be to

require that Parliament approves the appointment. This would ensure that such

appointment is subject to sufficient scrutiny, by a transparent and representative

institution, to safeguard both the actual and perceived independence of the

Head.

l51l The importance of Parliament's involvement is illustrated by s 193 of the

Constitution, which requires a special majority of Parliament to approve the

appointment of the Public Protector and Auditor-General. While these institutions

are squarely placed in Chapter I of the Constitution, in G/enlster 2 the CC had no

difficulty in measuring the 2008 SAPS Act against these institutions in order to
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test the constitutional requirement of independence. At paral211f the court said

the following:

'As the maln judgment observes, the international instruments require

independence within our legal conceptions. Hence tl r.s necessary to look at how

our own constitutionally created institutions manifest independence. To

undersfand our native conception of instifutional independence, we musf look to

the Courts, to Ch I institutiong fo fhe NDPP and in this context a/so to the now

defunct DSO. A/ these institutions adequately embody or embodied the degree

of independence appropriate to their constitutional role and functioning. Without

applying a requirement of full juddal independence, allthese rhstr?utions indicate

how far the DPCI structure falls shofi in failing to attain adequate independence.'

l52l The respondents also rely on the process by which judges are appointed in an

attempt to illustrate that there is nothing fundarnentally wrong with the absence of

Parliamentary oversight. While it is true that judges are appointed without the

approval of Parliament, this is a false comparison. First, the appointment criteria

for judges are much stricter than those for the Head of the DPCI. S 174(1) of the

Constitution makes one of the criteria for the appointment of judges to be that of

appropriate qualiftcation. Further, the appointrnent of judges follows a special

process created in the Constitution itself. The HSF points out that the Judicial

Service Commission is a multi-party body that scrutinises judicial candidates and

makes recommendations to the President before he is even permitted to exercise

his appointment powers, lndeed, the HSF argues that this process ensures a

considerable degree of representative and transparent scrutiny and places

substantial fetters on the powers of the President. Finally, there is no apparent

purpose in excluding Parliamentary oversight from the appointment process of

the Head of the DPCI,


